THE WAYS OF SIN!
—Being a helpful Guide for new Watchdogs of the Faith—

PRIDE. Pride is wantin’ something
better, more, or higher than your
fellows call theirs. Pride doesn’t value
something for itself; Pride values a
thing only in contrast to what others
have.
INJUSTICE. What’s always wrought
out of Pride. Nobody in the Faith
should be hungry when someone else is
eatin’—and that goes for everything
else, too. Could be about money, could
be about someone’s role in life, could be
about a Faithful’s righteousness—
Pride brings ruin to them all.
SIN. This ain’t just unfair—it’s plain
wrong. The King of Life takes
exception to cases of Violence, Sex
(outside marriage), Deceit, Disunity,
Apostasy, Blasphemy, Worldiness, and
Faithlessness that fall outside his Laws.
Any one of ‘em opens a branch up to
demonic attacks.
FALSE DOCTRINE. Sin is wrong—
and sooner or later, the Faithful always
realize it. But instead of confessin’ to a
Steward and gettin’ right with the
King of Life, they create False
Doctrine to justify the Sin. On purpose

or not, it’s a problem and can spread to
others.
CORRUPT WORSHIP. A tell-tale sign
of False Doctrine. Heresy about the
Faith taints everything a Brother or
Sister practices, even if the connection
ain’t made plain.
FALSE PRIESTHOOD. Now things are
gettin’ serious—you got others in on
the heresy, too. Your heretic’s got a
following of at least two others,
pervertin’ the tradition of Three in
Authority, whether they mean to or
not.
SORCERY. Even Corrupt Worship has
power, when it’s backed up by
numbers—it’s who’s listenin’ you got to
worry about. At heart, the leader of a
cult wants to bring a congregation to
ruin, and demons are itchin’ to help.
HATE & MURDER. This is more than
passion and rage. Hate is a head-on
assault on the Faithful by demonic
forces, and Hate leads to Murder.
Murder’s got a different flavor than
regular killings—senseless, ritualistic,
or maybe ties to the occult. Always, it’s
meant to bring a branch to its knees.

When the Faithful murder the Faithful,
it means things have gone as wrong as they can go.
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